Eva Archer-Smith is a passionate and
entertaining speaker . . .
Eva weaves insights from business, science, literature
and current world events into all of her presentations.
> Executive Coach

Audiences are able to see from many different perspec-

> Team Facilitator

tives how quite simple, practical changes lead to true

> Keynote Speaker

lasting transformation.

A sampling of Eva’s current topics include:
> How to be Politically Savvy Without Selling Your Soul
While competency clearly matters, the new world of work calls for a more collaborative,
communicative, politically savvy and influential type of leadership. Is it possible to develop
these “soft” skills and still remain true to yourself? Absolutely -- Eva shows you how.
> The Power of Not Knowing: How Curiosity Can Make You a Great Leader
In the past, knowing all the answers mattered. Today, the abilities to stay open to new
ways of thinking and maneuver through ambiguity are what distinguish great leaders. Eva
explains how giving up control can expand the potential of yourself and your organization.
> Frustration: Fuel for Change
Most business leaders are plagued with frustration. In this presentation, Eva asks: “What if
we looked at frustration differently?” Audiences learn a very practical way to take the energy
wasted on frustration and redirect it into a powerful tool for change and effectiveness.
> Five Choices That Will Change Your Life
Designed for anyone who feels out of control on the direction of their career or their
company, Eva offers five simple, but profound, choices that help professionals regain their
individuality, improve their ability to influence others, and create a more fulfilling future.
> Influencing Outcomes Through Productive Conversations
Do you find yourself spending an enormous amount of time talking, yet seeing very
few results from your conversations? Learn how to plan every conversation for maximum
productivity, how to set context, listen well and make requests that lead to action and
alignment.
In addition to business topics, Eva has developed programs designed for organizations
interested in consciousness development.

www.evaarchersmith.com

For more information contact: Kathleen Sullivan, The Sullivan Group,
<kathleen@ksullivangroup.com> Office: 832-767-4777

Eva Archer Smith, a highly sought-after Executive Coach, has a
step-by-step framework . . . to achieve meaningful change, both personally and
professionally. Her message: By taking a new point of view, we can alter the way we
behave and create breakthroughs in our lives and organizations.
> Executive Coach

Using a true grasp of today’s business challenges, plus stories from her personal roster of

> Team Facilitator

Fortune 100 clients, Eva offers a reality check on thinking and actions that create barriers

> Keynote Speaker

to success -- and compels listeners to embrace change for a more satisfying future.
If you are a leader exploring the next step of your career, or an organization ready to take
things to the next level, Eva can jump-start the discovery process and offer new skills that
lead to transformation starting today.
An Expert in Today’s Business World
Eva knows the business environments of which she speaks. For the past 15 years, she
has coached top executives and consulted with companies in areas of high impact communication, change leadership, product launches, and innovation. Her clients include: Gap, IBM,
Schlumberger, Hewlett Packard, Liz Claiborne, Merrill Lynch and British Petroleum.
Earlier in her career, Eva was a high-ranking executive for Continental Airlines, Exxon-Mobil, and National Public Radio. In these positions, she proved her ability to mobilize staffs,
groom leaders, align public opinion and energize company growth.
What Eva’s Clients Say
“Eva is a burst of energy – always breaking new ground and always positive.”
“A step up from your typical business or motivational speaker – her focus is practical self-discovery with proven business benefits.”
“A true change agent.”
“Eva’s best gift is that she is an accelerator for people who want to discover new
ways of thinking, new ways to approach challenges, new solutions.
She leads you to answers. It’s very exciting, for individuals and for groups.”
“Great change often starts with simple shifts. Once we perceive something differently, we act differently – and suddenly the world responds in a different way. I
show people how to begin the process.”
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— Eva Archer Smith
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